In 1957 W.M. Hirsch conjectured that every d-polytope with n facets has edge-diameter at most n ? d. Recently Holt and Klee constructed polytopes which meet this bound for a number of (d; n) pairs with d 13 and for all pairs (14; n). These constructions involve a judicious use of truncation, wedging, and blending on polytopes which already meet the Hirsch bound. In this paper we extend these techniques to construct polytopes of edge-diameter n ? 8 for all (8; n). The improvement from d = 14 to d = 8 follows from identifying circumstances in which the results for wedging when n > 2d can be extended to the cases n 2d, our lemma 2.2.
Introduction
For two vertices x and y of a polytope P, the distance P (x; y) is de ned as the smallest number of edges of P that can be used to form a path from x to y. The edge-diameter (P ) of P is the maximum over all pairs (x; y) of P's vertices. An undirected edge u; v] in a polytope P is said to be slow toward a vertex x of P i P (u; x) = P (v; x); otherwise, u; v] is fast toward x. Two vertices of a polytope will be called estranged i they do not share a facet. (d; n) denotes the maximum edge-diameter among all (d; n)-polytopes, where (d; n)-polytope means a simple d-dimensional polytope with precisely n facets.
As reported by Dantzig 3, 4] We say that (d; n) is In 8] the authors initiated a tabulation of H-sharp pairs (d; n); these were obtained from Q 4 under the operations of truncation, wedging and fast-slow blending, which we will describe in Section 2. It was shown that the following pairs are H-sharp: (5; n 12); (6; n 15); (7; n 18); (8; n 21); (8; 24 n 26); (9; n 30); (10; n 34) (11; n 46); (11; 49 n 51); (12; n 56); (13; n 62): The most important result was the fact that when d 14, the pair (d; n) is H-sharp for all n > d. We will show in Section 4 of this note that this holds even for d 8. We say that two subsets X and Y of vertices in an H-sharp (d; n)-polytope P form an H-pair i P (x; y) n?d for all (x; y) in X Y . X holds a k-face i there is a k-face of P whose vertices all belong to X. We 
Wedging
Suppose that P is a (d; n)-polytope and F is any facet of P. The wedge over P with foot F is a (d + 1; n + 1)-polytope ! F P that is formed by intersecting the \cylinder" C = P 0; 1 with a hyperplane H in the space spanned by C such that H \ P = F and H intersects the interior of C. From the two resulting polyhedra we choose to be ! F P the bounded one, which contains P.
The facets P f0g and H \ C will be called the base B and the top T of the wedge, respectively. Both, the base and top, are combinatorially equivalent to P. Often the foot F will be clearly indicated by context or restricted to some subset of facets, in which cases we simply write !P for ! F P. For any set of vertices X of P, we denote by !X the union of its images in the base and top of !P. The wedge of an H-sharp (d; n)-polytope over any facet produces an Hsharp (d + 1; n + 1)-polytope. However, the following lemma speci es conditions under which a wedge produces from a triple in ( Proof. W.l.o.g. we suppose h > 0. Let (P; X; Y ) 2 (d; n: h; k) and let y be a vertex in the k-face held by Y . P is simple, so like every other vertex, y is incident to exactly d facets. Since P has 2d facets, there is at most one vertex in P estranged from y. As h > 0, there are at least two vertices incident to the h-face held by X. Let x be a vertex of this h-face which is not estranged from y. Then there are at most 2d ? 1 facets incident to x or y, and therefore there is a facet F of P which is incident to neither x nor y. Hence Lemma 2.1 applies and (! F P; !X; !Y ) 2 (d + 1; 2d + 1: h + 1; k + 1).
In ! F P the vertices x b := x f0g and y b := y f0g are incident to the An edge in the waist of P 1 ./ P 2 is either a fast-slow edge, a fast-fast edge, or a slow-slow edge, depending on whether the two edges blended to form it were fast or slow toward the vertices diametral to x i . Since we want to construct H-sharp polytopes we consider only blendings for which (P 1 ./ P 2 ) (P 1 ) + (P 2 ). Such blends do not allow fast-fast edges in the waist of P 1 ./ P 2 and were therefore called fast-slow blends.
We blend H-sharp ( There is no barrier to blending when n i 2d; in fact, blending with a simplex is combinatorially equivalent to truncating a vertex.
3 The tabulation for d < 8
In Figure 1 we give a tabulation of all H-sharp pairs (d; n); d < 8 which can be obtained from the d-Simplex or Q 4 under the operations of truncation and wedging. All known simple polytopes fall within this tabulation. Wedging, blending, or products using only the polytopes included here provide no new elements of T . For example, blending with a simplex or any of its truncations produces at best the same element of T that successive truncations would; to see this, observe that for each of these quadruples (d; n: h; k) produced by the simplex, the relation 2d = n + h + k holds, so that from Lemma 2. After the four wedges prescribed by Lemma 2.2, we have the following 
